PC151 Real 3D sound for extreme gaming

- **XL, velour padded ear caps** block out a maximum of ambient noise and give you ultimate wearing comfort for heavy duty gaming
- Fantastic, high-volume sound experience and great Sennheiser acoustics ideal for hard-core gaming
- Can be used with CD/DVD/MP3 players for in between games

The PC151 stereo headset has the ultimate real-life sound that will make it seem like the action is right where you’re sitting. A fantastic piece of technology that offers a high-volume experience no one should have to live without.

- Adjustable headband for perfect fitting
- Adjustable, bendable and pivotable microphone makes the voice more clear and increases comfort and flexibility
- The noise-canceling microphone provides for high speech-clarity and voice recognition by filtering out the noise around you
- With the in-line volume control and the microphone mute switch you can keep sound at the right level or have a side conversation in privacy
- Equipped with a single-sided cable for maximum freedom of movement

### Technical data

**Headphones**
- Frequency response .............. 18 – 22,000 Hz
- Impedance......................... 32 Ω
- SPL (at 1 KHz, 1 Vrms)........... 114 dB
- Cable length ...................... 3 m / 9.8 ft
- Connector Plug ................. 2 x 3.5mm jack

**Microphone**
- Frequency response ............... 80 Hz – 15,000 Hz
- Pick-up pattern.................... Uni-directional
- Sensitivity ......................... -38 dB
- Impedance......................... ~2 kΩ

### Accessories

Optional:
- Replacement ring ear cushion
- Headband pad
- Headband pad leatherette
- Microphone windscreen

Contact details